U.S.S. Pendragon
10209.07

Sergio as Moru_Krisal.
Arlene as Melody.

Host Karriaunna says:
Synopsis:  Arriving in the Deloran system, the Pendragon finds the planets delegates waiting for them at their home world.  Their ETA was 30 minutes.  The CTO, new SO and EO are helping him out to set up for the arrival of the Prince and Princess and the up coming celebration.

Host Karriaunna says:
The FCO finds his way to his quarters and out of them again with a plan in mind on how to deal with Melody and their situation.  As he implements his plan, a weak power surge is detected as the Pendragon passes the first planet in the Deloran system.  Soon the power surge occurs, sealing off the bridges turbolifts.

Host Karriaunna says:
Another power surge and they discover there is a bomb attached to hull of the bridge.

Host Karriaunna says:
Quickly the crew leaves the bridge.  However, the XO, in a last bid to seal off the area to protect the rest of the ship from damage, does not make it off in time.  The ship grieves for the loss of Tria while the new XO takes up the reins.

Host Karriaunna says:
<<<<<<<<<< Babe In Arms >>>>>>>>>>

Moru_Krisal says:
::sitting in a bio bed:: All : What the Frell just happened?

TO_Choi says:
::Dashes into Sick Bay, Melody in his arms::

CEO_Verdi says:
::heads up to the bridge to check out the damage::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: on the planet helping with security.  look's at a box next to him walk's up to the window and looks out and up of it to see if he could see the ship  ::

TO_Choi says:
::Slips the unconscious body onto a bio-bed::

Host CO_Zax says:
::begins to climb quickly up the ladder::

TO_Choi says:
MO: Medical Alert, this woman is unconscious

Host Karriaunna says:
<Deloran Cmd> COMM:  Pendragon:  Please respond.

SO_Toms says:
@::on planet, doing what he can to help with things he’s not entirely sure about::

MO_Shiar says:
TO: I’ll be right there

CEO_Verdi says:
::enters the TL access ladder from deck 2::

FCO_King says:
::arrives at the shuttle bay entrance from the Jeffries tube::

Host CO_Zax says:
::slaps her badge:: *TO*: Choi to the bridge. Now.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: walk to a crewman ::

MO_Shiar says:
COMP: activate EMH.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::is with the Captain:: CO:  Captain, we need to get to Auxiliary control.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The EMH is activated

TO_Choi says:
*CO*: On my way, Ma'am

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods grimly::

CEO_Verdi says:
::checks in with main engineering and gets an updated damage report::

Moru_Krisal says:
::gets up:: All : I demand to speak to the Captain..

MO_Shiar says:
:: walks to TO:: TO: what is the problem here?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Delorans repeat their hail.

Host CO_Zax says:
::enters the wrecked bridge::

FCO_King says:
::crawls out gingerly trying to avoid detection by anyone that might be in the bay::

Moru_Krisal says:
TO : You're going up to see the Captain? I'm going with you... ::follows in tow::

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Get to AUX and notify SF.

SO_Toms says:
@::fiddles with tricorder::

TO_Choi says:
::Secures  Melody on the Bio-bed and heads for the TL::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::follows:: Self:  What a mess!

CEO_Verdi says:
::enters bridge::

FCO_King says:
::makes way to the type 6 shuttle he was in earlier::

CSO_Hull says:
::At his console in Auxiliary Control, deck 5::

TO_Choi says:
MO: She's unconscious.. No time to explain.

CEO_Verdi says:
::looks around in shock::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: start to take to the crew man::

Moru_Krisal says:
::follows the TO into the TL::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at the devastation silently::

MO_Shiar says:
TO: right, thanks anyway.

TO_Choi says:
Moru: I suggest you stay here for the time being

FCO_King says:
::enters the shuttle and fires up one of the panels, then taps into the ships main computer to get a status::

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  Auxiliary Control is all set up.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  On my way, Captain.  ::heads back into the shaft and starts the descent to Deck 5::

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  You should get down there, Sir.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  King gets a rather grim status report.

MO_Shiar says:
:: starts examining the woman while EMH works on others::

Host CO_Zax says:
::Sees Verdi:: CEO: Damage report, Commander.

Moru_Krisal says:
TO : No.. I demand to see the Captain.. And since you're going to see her.. ::stands fast::

SO_Toms says:
@:: moves over to the EO:: EO: Excuse me, but do you know what we need to do next??

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  We have a big hole in the bridge Sir.  It's not safe up here.  I recommend we cancel our plans to escort the dignitaries.

FCO_King says:
::rubs face::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::reaches Deck 5 and enters the deck.  Runs towards Aux Control::

TO_Choi says:
Moru: No, My orders were to keep you safe.. Have a security member  take you back to your quarters.

Host CO_Zax says:
::sighs:: CEO: Straight to the point as always. Estimated time to repair?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  As the Deloran's get no reply, they become worried and head for the Pendragon.

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  We can't repair a breech that size.  We'll have to put her in to fix it.

Host CO_Zax says:
::is trying not to think about Tria::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: looks at the SO:: SO: No I do not but I going to look over all the cargo

FCO_King says:
::sighs:: Self: God... Kyrron is dead....

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: CEO: Stabilize and lock it down.

Moru_Krisal says:
TO : NO... TL : Bridge..

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::reaches Aux control, sits down at the OPS station and prepares a message for SF::

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  I suggest you evacuate the bridge, Sir.

TO_Choi says:
TL: Halt 

CEO_Verdi says:
::begins directing the repair teams::

Host CO_Zax says:
::raises a brow:: CEO: I suggest you stand down, Commander.

CSO_Hull says:
::Begins sifting through the sensor logs from the external sensor array, looking for what or who did this dastardly deed::

SO_Toms says:
@EO: Sounds like a good plan.

Host Karriaunna says:
@ <Braid> ::Hurries over to the Starfleet officers::  SO/EO:  Sirs, just to let you know, that something has gone wrong with your ship.  Our people are going to investigate.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@SO: do you know what time the Pendragon is to get here

Melody says:
::Comes out of her faint.::  MO:  Huh....  wha....what happened?  ::Groggy.::

FCO_King says:
::sees that Aux Control has been activated:: Self: Jeez.... Verdi.....

Moru_Krisal says:
TO : Frelling automaton... Look... I need to speak with the Captain..

Moru_Krisal says:
TO : I can't go down to that planet...

TO_Choi says:
Moru: You will not go to the bridge, you will return to your quarters with an armed security member.

CEO_Verdi says:
::overcomes an urge to remind the Captain again that it is not safe here::  CO:  Certainly.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: start to walk over to the cargo with the SO::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::sees the hail and answers::

Host CO_Zax says:
CEO: I'll be in Auxiliary Control, Commander.

FCO_King says:
::sits back in the seat in the shuttle and thinks about Melody wondering if she is ok::

SO_Toms says:
@:: worry fills his eyes as he hears the news :: Braid: Do you know what??

MO_Shiar says:
Melody: You're in sickbay.

CEO_Verdi says:
::nods at the CO::  CO:  Are there any personal effects you would like removed from your ready room?

Moru_Krisal says:
TO : Make me...

Melody says:
::Gets up onto her elbows::  MO:  Why ?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
COM:  Delorian Cmdr:  This is the Pendragon.  Sorry for the delay.

Host CO_Zax says:
<edit last until after we are done, Jane>

FCO_King says:
::checks the integrity of the programs that he entered into the system::

Host CO_Zax says:
::hesitates:: CEO: Just...the sword.

MO_Shiar says:
Melody: you passed out so the TO brought you down.

TO_Choi says:
::draws his phaser and sets it to stun:: Krisal: I am going to the bridge, alone...

CEO_Verdi says:
::nods::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: start to look at the first cargo ::

TO_Choi says:
TL: Sick Bay

MO_Shiar says:
Melody: you may feel light headed, that is normal.

CEO_Verdi says:
::resumes inventorying the damage::

Host CO_Zax says:
::swallows hard and walks away::

Moru_Krisal says:
TO : You wouldn't dare!!

Host CO_Zax says:
::heads back down the shaft::

 Melody says:
MO:  Passed out ?    Where is Wi.....  errr Moru....   ::Thinks about Will for a sec::

Host Karriaunna says:
<Delorian Cmd> OPS:  We saw a brilliant flash out by you and then silence.  We are on our way to assist you as needed... if you need us that is.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*CO*:  Captain, the Delorians are hailing us.

Host CO_Zax says:
*OPS*: What do they want?

Host Karriaunna says:
@<Briad> SO:  Sorry sir, we are looking into it now.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
COM: Delorian Cmdr:  Something detonated on the exterior of the ship.  We have sustained damage.  Please stand by.

CEO_Verdi says:
::moves into the briefing room to check the damage there::

TO_Choi says:
::Drags Krisal out of the TL and puts him into one of the medical rooms:: Computer: Seal this room, I don't want anyone in, or out.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@SO: did you look over the crew list

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*CO*:  They want to know if they can be of assistance.  They saw the explosion.

Host CO_Zax says:
::continues to climb, her mind numb with rage and grief::

FCO_King says:
::seeing that the programs are still intact, he exits the shuttle::

Host Karriaunna says:
<Delorian Cmd: COMM: OPS:  We should be in range in about 5 minutes.  If you don't wish our help then, we will turn around and escort you back to our world.

FCO_King says:
::sees the image of Melody in the back of his mind:: ~~~Melody: Are you there?~~~

Moru_Krisal says:
::breaks the TO's grip:: TO : Who do you think you're dealing with? ::gets thrown into the medical room:: TO : Hey!! Let me out of here.. I need to speak to the captain... ::starts banging on the doors::

Host CO_Zax says:
*OPS*: Tell them to stay the hell....that we need no assistance at this time. To maintain their distance.

SO_Toms says:
@::turns to the EO with slightly slumped shoulders, not really hearing:: EO: Ah, what was that sorry??

TO_Choi says:
::Runs to the TL after the door closes and lock::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Moru is sealed inside one of the quarantine rooms.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*CO*:  Aye, Sir.

TO_Choi says:
TL: Bridge!

OPS_Pettigrove says:
COM: Delorian Cmdr:  Thanks for your offer but I think we can handle it for now.  An escort to Deloran would be nice, though.

Melody says:
~~~~FCO:  Will, Where are you ?~~~~

Host CO_Zax says:
::reaches deck five and walks towards AC, running a weary hand through her dusty hair::

MO_Shiar says:
*AUX Control*: are there any more casualties from the bridge?

Host Karriaunna says:
<Delorian Cmd> COMM:  OPS:  We will be in range in 5 minutes and will hold our distance.

Host CO_Zax says:
::remembers Choi:: *TO*: Make that Auxiliary Control, Ensign. Zax out.

CEO_Verdi says:
::steps back out onto the bridge::

TO_Choi says:
TL: Halt.. Correction... Deck 5

FCO_King says:
~~~Melody:: I'm in the Shuttle Bay. I didn't anticipate all of this garbage happening... I.... Don’t know what to do... Kyrron is dead~~~

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: looks back at the SO :: SO: did you look over the crew list of the Pendragon I did get time to

CEO_Verdi says:
::enters the ready room::

Moru_Krisal says:
::looks around for a control panel::

TO_Choi says:
*CO* Aye, on my way

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*MO*:  Negative Doctor.  What's the count?

CEO_Verdi says:
::sees that it is mostly intact::

CEO_Verdi says:
::sees a sword mounted on the wall and respectfully removes it::

Host CO_Zax says:
::enters AC and looks around::

Melody says:
~~~~FCO:  I'm sorry to hear about your friend...  ::Sadness envelopes her.::  What do you want to do know ?~~~~

Host CO_Zax says:
All: Report, please.

SO_Toms says:
@:: not entirely there..:: EO: Ah... no.. I'll do that now :: starts off to find the listing::

MO_Shiar says:
*OPS*: hang on... we have 5 from the bridge and 2 from elsewhere.

TO_Choi says:
::Enters AC:: CO: What happened on the bridge, Ma'am... Where is Commander Kyrron?

FCO_King says:
~~~Melody:: Are you ready?~~~

CEO_Verdi says:
::returns to the bridge and enters the shaft::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::sees the CO enter:: CO:  Captain, the Delorians will be here in 5 minutes.  They will maintain their distance and escort us to the planet.  I also have a casualty count ... 5 injured from the bridge and 2 from other areas.  But there could be more.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Sensors are online, scanning the logs for evidence of whom or what did this

MO_Shiar says:
*OPS*: the EMH and I are just finishing up.

Moru_Krisal says:
::manages to open a comm channel on a console:: *CO* : Captain.... Your guard dogs have a lot to learn about manners...

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at Choi:: TO: She...didn't make it, Ensign. With the CTO on planet, I'm afraid you'll have to take tactical.

FCO_King says:
::winces in pain from so much moving around after O`Dunn's training session::

CEO_Verdi says:
::emerges on deck 2 and makes a stop at the CO's quarters to drop off the sword::

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks around for King::

TO_Choi says:
::Looks in awe:: CO: Yes Ma'am.

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Locate the FCO, please.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: see some one in the cargo and start to run over to the cargo::

Melody says:
~~~~FCO:  Yes.~~~~

Host CO_Zax says:
TO: Red alert status remains.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
*MO*:  Doctor, you will need to add Cmdr Kyrron to the list, I'm afraid she didn't make it.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Aye,  

CEO_Verdi says:
::enters TL::

TO_Choi says:
::Walks to TAC1:: CO: Acknowledged

Host CO_Zax says:
TO: Scan the other ships for any incinerary devices similar to the one that took us out.

CEO_Verdi says:
TL:  Deck five

SO_Toms says:
@::finding the listing, starts looking over it, but with half a mind elsewhere, worrying for the crew of his ship::

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Anything from SF?

CSO_Hull says:
::Initiates a scan using internal sensors::  

MO_Shiar says:
*OPS*: What? no, this can't be!

TO_Choi says:
CO: Aye Ma'am, scanning

Moru_Krisal says:
::sighs, as he gets no reply, and looks out the window, locating Melody::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Nothing yet, Captain.

FCO_King says:
~~~Melody:: Time is short. Auxiliary Control is occupied. They are going to detect my tampering... Just be ready~~~

TO_Choi says:
::Secures his station and begins a scan of the other ships::

MO_Shiar says:
:: sits down in shocked silence::

FCO_King says:
::heads back into the Jeffries tube::

Host CO_Zax says:
*Whiny*: Manners? Death and destruction preclude manners, I'm afraid..

Melody says:
~~~~FCO:  Just hurry Will.::

CSO_Hull says:
::Cross-references the scans against the FCO's medical records::

CEO_Verdi says:
::emerges on deck five and makes her way to auxiliary control::

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Captain, he does not register on internal sensors, they are working perfectly

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: look at the man and ask what he is doing ::

Moru_Krisal says:
*CO* : What do you mean Captain?

FCO_King says:
::hurries to Deck 16::

Host CO_Zax says:
::frowns:: CSO: Track him with DNA.

TO_Choi says:
CO: Ma'am... I haven’t found anything of the sort on these ships.. This type of device is normally used by terrorists

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods at Choi:: TO: Keep an eye on them.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Already done, crossed linked the medical records against the sensors, no matches

CEO_Verdi says:
::enters auxiliary control and logs onto a console::

MO_Shiar says:
EMH: fin... find Dr. Riviera. get him to do a deck-by-deck search for casualties.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::monitors comm traffic::

CEO_Verdi says:
::reviews the damage reports::

TO_Choi says:
CO: Aye.

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at the TO:: TO: Find King now.

MO_Shiar says:
EMH: send some nurses to help.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: send the man on his way :: SO: are you ok

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Anything on the origin of the bomb?

TO_Choi says:
::Remembers King:: CO: Aye.

MO_Shiar says:
<EMH> Shiar: right away sir. can I get you anything?

MO_Shiar says:
EMH: no, thanks

FCO_King says:
::reaches deck 16 and sticks his head out of the Jeffries tube access hatch::

SO_Toms says:
@:: turning to the EO:: EO: I see nothing of interest... ::sighs:: yeah I’m ok, Its just that I know several of he crew, and I’m worried for them.

Host CO_Zax says:
*Moru*: Come to Aux Control. Bring your girlfriend and guardians.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Still collating the logs, nothing that the sensors activated the shields with, something covert, that much is for sure

CEO_Verdi says:
::looks up from her console::

Moru_Krisal says:
*CO* : Well, I would if I could.. Your Goons locked me in a Medical Room..

Host CO_Zax says:
CEO: Anything to report?

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  Damage was restricted to deck one.  It seems a containment field was erected just in time.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The Delorian ships are now within range and are holding.

Host CO_Zax says:
*MO*: Please escort our guests to auxiliary control.

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::emerges from a security building and spies the SO and EO::

MO_Shiar says:
*CO*: ri... right away sir.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::keeps an eye on the ships:: CO:  Captain, the Delorian ships are now within range and holding.  They're not making any moves as yet, Sir.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Captain, Diagnostics reveal that Decks 5, 6, 10, 13, and 16 are off-line from sensors

MO_Shiar says:
EMH: you have the sickbay.

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods grimly:: All: Her last bow...... ::said under her breath::

CTO_Rofax says:
@SO/EO: Gentlemen, report.....

FCO_King says:
::pops out of the Jeffries tube not seeing any one - heads to the emergency transporter::

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  So if the FCO is anywhere, it would be on one of those decks

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Send security teams to those decks.

TO_Choi says:
CO: Ma'am, I can't find Ensign King.. Sensors appear to be down.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@::looks at the CTO:: SO:  look over there it the are CTO

SO_Toms says:
 @:: notes the CTO:: CTO: Sir.

Host CO_Zax says:
CEO: Get some crews down there, Commander.

CSO_Hull says:
::REB:: CO  Aye!

MO_Shiar says:
Melody/Moru: if you would kindly follow me :: gestures::

FCO_King says:
::enters the emergency transporter alcove::

Host CO_Zax says:
TO: Search those decks personally.

Melody says:
::Panics a moment.:: MO:  Where are we going ?

Moru_Krisal says:
::shouts through the door:: MO :Unlock the door!!!

FCO_King says:
Computer:: Computer, Run Program King Decoy 1

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  Shuttlebay is on deck 10, Sir.

TO_Choi says:
CO: Aye

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  A type 6 shuttle launches from the shuttle bay.

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  As is transporter room 1.

CTO_Rofax says:
@ SO/EO: Any news from the Pendragon?

CSO_Hull says:
*Security*:  We need Security teams on decks 5, 6, 10, 13 and 16, looking for FCO King

MO_Shiar says:
Moru: sure. :: unlocks the door::  Melody: the auxiliary control room.

Melody says:
MO:  Why are we going there ?  ::Stalling::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@::walks up to the CTO: CTO: sir what would you like done

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::notes the shuttle launch:: CO:  Captain, a shuttle is launching!

Moru_Krisal says:
::exits, and gives Melody a sad look::

Host CO_Zax says:
TO: Check ten first.

TO_Choi says:
CO: Acknowledged.

MO_Shiar says:
Melody: I was asked to take you there.

Melody says:
Moru:  Moru Please.....  ::guilt enveloping her.::

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Tractor it.

FCO_King says:
::walks over to the console and sees that the transporter is offline and whispers an explicative::

SO_Toms says:
@CTO: Nothing of any interest, excepting the thing with the Pendragon, sir

CTO_Rofax says:
@  EO: Have we secured the area and swept the perimeter?

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::locks onto the shuttle and activates the tractor beam::

FCO_King says:
::jogs out and back to the Jeffries tube access::

Melody says:
MO:  I won't go.  Just...... just..... transport me into space or something.  I've made a mess of everything.

MO_Shiar says:
Melody/Moru: this way :: heads for a TL::

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Bring it back in.

Moru_Krisal says:
::follows the MO::

Melody says:
::Turns away and goes and looks out a window.::

MO_Shiar says:
:: stops and turns::

TO_Choi says:
*Security* I need a team to meet me on deck 10.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The tractor beam latches onto the shuttle.

TO_Choi says:
TL: Deck 10

CTO_Rofax says:
<TO_TweedleDee>  *CSO*  Aye, sir.   ::dispatches team accordingly::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Got them!  Bringing it back in now.

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods::

MO_Shiar says:
::Looks to Moru::

CEO_Verdi says:
::tries to override the diagnostic that tied up their internal sensors::

Host CO_Zax says:
*MO*: Where are you, Lt?

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Security Teams are posted

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@CTO: yes sir outer perimeter has been secured sir

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: CSO: Thank you, Lt.

MO_Shiar says:
*CO*: things are a bit complicated. she doesn't want to come sir.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::brings the shuttle back into the Shuttlebay:: CO:  Captain, I'm reading one life-sign on the shuttle.

FCO_King says:
::heads to deck 6::

CTO_Rofax says:
@SO: Thing with the Pendragon?   Explain....  ::looks completely lost::

Host CO_Zax says:
*MO*: She has no choice.

Moru_Krisal says:
MO : I don't care what she does anymore..

CTO_Rofax says:
@::nods to the EO::

TO_Choi says:
::Steps out of the TL and begins  checking quarters::

MO_Shiar says:
*CO*: right sir.

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks around the bridge and sends TO_Testosterone to help the MO::

Melody says:
::Hears Moru and holds back the tears.::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::seals off the shuttlebay so that the life form on the shuttle cannot escape::

TO_Choi says:
*King* This is Choi... Just tell me where you are..

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: Look at the CTO and move to the window and look out ::

MO_Shiar says:
Moru: come over here a sec. :: walks over to Melody::

SO_Toms says:
@::still not entirely there:: SO: We've started checking all of the items in the vicinity as well sir.

Host CO_Zax says:
OPS: Identity of the pilot?

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Dispatch a security team to the shuttlebay.

Moru_Krisal says:
::reluctantly walks with the MO::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Unknown, Captain, but it is human.  It could be Ensign King.

MO_Shiar says:
*TR*: 3 to beam to the AC please chief.

CSO_Hull says:
*Security*:  Send a Security Team to the Shuttlebay, search for FCO King

Host CO_Zax says:
<TO_Testosterone>: ::jogs down the corridor::

FCO_King says:
::arrives at deck 6 and checks for security::

Host Karriaunna says:
COMPUTER:  MO:  Transporters are offline.

TO_Choi says:
*CO* I have just been informed that a shuttle has made an unauthorized departure.. Should I check the shuttle bay?

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: looks to the hills::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::follows the SO/EO::   EO: Have we been able to gain access to their sensor arrays?  I would like to tie in the Pendragon's sensors to provide us a wide grid to monitor the area.  I want the sensors to alert us if someone breaks wind.

MO_Shiar says:
SELF: of course

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Captain, I've sealed the shuttle bay off.  Whoever is in the shuttle cannot leave the bay.

Host CO_Zax says:
<TO_Testosterone>::arrives on the right deck.

FCO_King says:
::sticks head out of the access hatch::

MO_Shiar says:
Melody: please follow me to the AC. you can make your mark there much better than in here.

Host CO_Zax says:
<TO_Testosterone> ::lumbers up to the MO:: MO: Need a hand, Sir?

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: OPS: Excellent.

MO_Shiar says:
TO: take Moru to the AC please

FCO_King says:
 Computer: Computer, Run Program King Isolation 2

MO_Shiar says:
TO: I'll be there shortly

Host CO_Zax says:
::is getting annoyed::

Melody says:
::Turns and looks at the MO.::  MO:  I don't want to make a Mark.  I just want to be happy and understand what is going on with me.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@CTO: no sir I will get on that now sir:: walk over to sensor arrays and sir to tie it in to the Pendragon's sensors::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Internal barriers go up on deck 6 and the cargo bay.

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Check the computer for unauthorized entries.

CEO_Verdi says:
<Security team>::approaches the shuttle::

Melody says:
MO:  But I'll go if you insist.

TO_Choi says:
::Continues checking and finishes Deck 10::

SO_Toms says:
@::fidgets, looking around to CTO, wonders what’s going on up there::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ EO: If they give you any problems, send them to me.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Captain, I would suggest that all voice commands be disabled for computer, might help in tracking King down forcing him to use keypads

MO_Shiar says:
Melody: thank you

TO_Choi says:
*CO* Choi to bridge, King is not on deck 10

Moru_Krisal says:
::Melody's words hit him deep... and his face goes a bit sadder::

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Do it.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Aye, in progress

FCO_King says:
::hops out and heads to the cargo bay::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ SO: Have we had any contact with the Pendragon in the last hour?

FCO_King says:
::sees that it is dark and that the transport in there is also offline::

CSO_Hull says:
*Computer*:  Disable Voice command all areas, keypad input only, Authority Hull, Beta 2 Charlie

MO_Shiar says:
Melody/Moru: this way.  ::goes to TL::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  I'm reading internal barriers on Deck 6 ...

Host CO_Zax says:
*TO*: Double check.

SO_Toms says:
@CTO: No sir.

Melody says:
::Reluctantly follows the MO.::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@CTO: yes sir:: looks at the sensor arrays::

Host CO_Zax says:
::pauses as the OPS speaks::

TO_Choi says:
*CO* My team should be right behind me checking the deck again.

Host CO_Zax says:
*TO*: Deck 6!

CTO_Rofax says:
<TO_Testosterone>  ::lumbers along toward Auxiliary Control, Melody in tow::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  It's coming from the Cargo Bay area.

TO_Choi says:
*CO* Deck Six? Acknowledged.. on my way

MO_Shiar says:
TL: deck 5

Host CO_Zax says:
::is getting really annoyed::

Moru_Krisal says:
::follows the MO::

TO_Choi says:
::Dashes into the TL::

CEO_Verdi says:
<security team> ::searches the shuttle and finds it empty::

FCO_King says:
::opens an access port on the transporter console trying to bypass the lockout::

TO_Choi says:
TL: Deck 6

CSO_Hull says:
<Computer>:  Voice Commands disabled, Hull recognized, all computer commands required at keypad w/ authorization code

Host Karriaunna says:
@<Braid> CTO:  Sir, our ships have discovered there is a large hole in your bridge.

CEO_Verdi says:
<TOJoe>*CSO*:  The shuttle is empty.

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Lt. Hull...on my authorization......cut all control and power except life support to all decks except for ME and Auxiliary Control.

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  King triggers his original encrypted program.

SO_Toms says:
@::looks at EO, shrugs::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: get the sensor working but can't get it to the Pendragon ::

CTO_Rofax says:
@   SO: Access their COMM systems, open the bridge channel remotely, and let's find out what is going on.    ::checks his chronograph and realizes he has been cooped up for far too long::

MO_Shiar says:
:: waits for doors to open then leaves Tl and goes to AC::

CSO_Hull says:
*TOJoe*:  Very well, run a DNA check for FCO King

TO_Choi says:
::Emerges on deck 6:: Self: Where could he be...

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Transporters come online.

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  ::Looks over at the Captain:: Aye!

CTO_Rofax says:
@  ::looks to Braid::  Braid: Excuse me.... did you say hole?  In the bridge?

FCO_King says:
Self:: YES!!!!

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Now.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Someone is now trying to override transporter controls ... Deck 6 ... they're online!  Attempting to override.

SO_Toms says:
@CTO: Aye sir.

MO_Shiar says:
Melody/Moru: this way

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::tries to relock down transporters on Deck 6::

Moru_Krisal says:
::follows::

CEO_Verdi says:
<security team>::scours the shuttle with their tricorders::

Host Karriaunna says:
@<Braid> CTO:  Yes commander.

Host CO_Zax says:
::inputs her authorization codes::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ SO: Get me the Captain now!

Melody says:
::Silently nods wishing that Moru would at least look at her.::

CSO_Hull says:
:: Keys in the proper keypad instructions at his console, with his authorization code....

FCO_King says:
Computer:: Run Program King Secondary Transport.

MO_Shiar says:
:: arrives at AC:: CO: sir, they're all yours. you need me for anything else?

SO_Toms says:
@::goes to nearby control panel, attempts to patch through to Pendragon COMMS::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@CTO: I got the Pendragon on sensor  sir. it looks like it’s in bad shape sir.

TO_Choi says:
::bumps into a security force field::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The cargo transporter is activated.

Moru_Krisal says:
::as if on queue, eyes Melody for a second.. She can see the hurt in his eyes::

CEO_Verdi says:
::attempting to shut down transporters::

Host CO_Zax says:
CEO: Erect a transporter null field in here.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Someone is transporting!  Attempting to override!

CSO_Hull says:
::With his last entry at the keypad, the lights and main power whirl slow to a halt::  CO: Main power off-line except for Aux and ME

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at her guests::

Melody says:
Moru:  I'm sorry... ::At a loss to what to do.::

FCO_King says:
::materializes on a runabout::

TO_Choi says:
*CO* Choi to bridge, I can't get into deck 6.. there are force fields in place.. attempting to override

CEO_Verdi says:
CO:  Cargo transporter is activated.  Attempting to block.  ::pokes away frantically at her console::

Moru_Krisal says:
Melody : After a lifetime together.. That's all you have to say?

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::curses to himself::   EO: Have any flight experience?  I want you to power up the shuttle..... we may be leaving shortly.  ::points the Type 10 shuttle off a ways::

MO_Shiar says:
CO: things don't look good for the peace sir.

SO_Toms says:
@:: COMMS come online:: CTO: Sir COMMS online.

FCO_King says:
*Computer* Computer, Run Program King Isolation 3

Melody says:
Moru:  I wish I knew what was going on.  I don't understand it.  Its.....its....so beyond my control, I can't stop it.

TO_Choi says:
::Backs up into the TL::

TO_Choi says:
TL: Aux Control

Moru_Krisal says:
::eyes her carefully:: Melody : You can't honestly expect me to believe that you are not at fault for falling in love with someone else, can you?

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  A field surrounds the room to prevent beam out.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@CTO: yes sir :: start to a shuttle and walk in and start to power her up ::

FCO_King says:
Sits at the primary station on the runabout

TO_Choi says:
::emerges into AC::

Melody says:
Moru:  I'm saying I don't understand it.  I've loved nobody but you until...... until.....

TO_Choi says:
CO: Ma'am... Deck 6 was surrounded by a force field.. I couldn't override it.

MO_Shiar says:
:: stands rocking back and forth slowly::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ SO: Any luck with the COMM system?

SO_Toms says:
@ CTO: Aye sir, their online.

Moru_Krisal says:
Melody : Say it... ::turns to the Captain:: CO : See what I mean? Would you like to marry someone under these circumstances? Knowing that your spouse was forced into something?

Melody says:
Moru:  It wouldn't be forced.  ::Speaks softly::

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  Power has been shut down all over ship except in ME and the auxiliary room.

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@computer: start up shuttle eng.

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at them both sadly::

Host CO_Zax says:
Moru: Sometimes...as adults...we are forced to do things for the good of everyone.

Melody says:
::turns away and takes a chair not wanting to deal with this.::

TO_Choi says:
::Watches from his console as power on other decks fade::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ Braid: We are leaving, but will return.....  ::makes for the shuttle and motions for the SO to join him::

Moru_Krisal says:
::shakes his head:: CO : Captain... I would do anything to marry Melody... I love her with all my heart.. But I cannot continue if she doesn't feel the same.. I don't care about the truce, I don't care about the peace.. I care about me and Melody..

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@CTO: shuttle is ready to go.

SO_Toms says:
 @:: follows the CTO::

CEO_Verdi says:
<security team>::approaches runabout, phasers charged::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::enters the shuttle::  COMM: Pen:  OPS:  This is Lt. Cmdr. Rofax, come in Pendragon......

Host CO_Zax says:
Melody: I...sympathize with you.....I really do. This is your decision, good or bad.

Host CO_Zax says:
Melody: Do you love him?

FCO_King says:
::turns around hearing them approaching the runabout::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
COM: CTO:  We read you Commander.

TO_Choi says:
::Stands at TAC1, blankly::

Moru_Krisal says:
::looks at Melody, hope written all over his eyes::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::motions to the EO/SO to take the helm and prepare to depart::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Captain, Cmdr Rofax is hailing us from the planet.

CEO_Verdi says:
<TO_Joe>FCO:  Hands up and step out here.

TO_Choi says:
::thinks:: Self: Commander Rofax..

Melody says:
::Hears what Moru says with her eyes widening at every word.:: CO/Moru:  I do more then anything...   This compulsion I have I don't understand it.  It has me so confused.

MO_Shiar says:
OPS: you control power stuff right?

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks rather sad:: OPS: Put him off.....blast back static for a few minutes.

OPS_Pettigrove says:
MO:  I do.

SO_Toms says:
@::sits, starts tapping away at the controls, trying to remember what to do:: 

OPS_Pettigrove says:
CO:  Captain?

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: take the helm:: CTO/SO: her we go:: start to take off

FCO_King says:
::sighs:: Self: Damn.... ::puts hands up::

FCO_King says:
::walks out::

Moru_Krisal says:
::eyes widen:: Melody : That is not what you told me before..

CTO_Rofax says:
@ COMM: Pen: OPS:  We have been informed there is a "hole" in the bridge?  Can you clear that up Lt?

CEO_Verdi says:
<security team - all five of them>::finger their phasers nervously::

MO_Shiar says:
OPS: well, could I please have my power back in Sickbay?

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks at Pettigrove:: OPS: He deserves my complete attention, Jordan. Do as I asked, please.

TO_Choi says:
*Security* Choi to shuttle bay.. What is the situation down there? 

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::finds a spot in the rear and settle behind a console::

FCO_King says:
~~~Melody:: It's over.... I failed~~~

Melody says:
Moru:  I love him too...  I can't explain it.  Can't I love two people and do what is right, whichever it is ?

CEO_Verdi says:
<TO_Joe>  *CSO*:  We have King in custody.

FCO_King says:
::develops forlorn look on face::

CSO_Hull says:
*TOJoe*:  Well done, take him to the Brig

OPS_Pettigrove says:
::makes it look like a comm failure:: COM: CTO:  Sorry, Commander, we are losing your signal ::cuts the channel::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ SO: Bring sensors on-line and take us to Yellow Alert.... I don't want any holes in us...  ::grins::

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  FCO King is in custody, being taken to the brig

CEO_Verdi says:
<security team>  ::surrounds King::

Melody says:
::Hears Will.:: ~~~~ FCO:  Oh no!  What will happen to you ?  ::Has a great fear for Will.::~~~~

Moru_Krisal says:
::closes his eyes for a moment::

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::attempts to re-establish the COMM::

OPS_Pettigrove says:
MO: Not until I'm clear to do so, Lt.  Sorry.

TO_Choi says:
*Security* Come in shuttle bay..

FCO_King says:
~~~Melody:: I'm being taken to the brig~~~

SO_Toms says:
@:: brings shuttle to yellow alert, bringing sensors online:: CTO: Aye sir.

CEO_Verdi says:
<TO_Joe>  FCO:  Time for a long climb down to the brig.  ::gestures with his phaser for King to start moving::

Melody says:
::Pales at what Will tells her.:: ~~~~FCO:  Let me talk to the Capt.~~~~

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@CTO: 10 min to the pen sir:: look at the helm::

Host CO_Zax says:
Mel/Mo: Can we work this out together?

MO_Shiar says:
OPS: don't worry about it. I won't blame you for any deaths.

FCO_King says:
::does as Joe tells him:: ~~~Melody: I don't know if that will do any good, but I'm out of tricks~~~

Melody says:
~~~~FCO:  I'm so sorry Will !!~~~~

CTO_Rofax says:
@ ::nods to the EO::  EO: Thank you.   ::continues hammering away at his console::

FCO_King says:
~~~Melody:: Don't be. It's not your fault~~~

Moru_Krisal says:
::watches something pass through Melody's face::

CEO_Verdi says:
<TO_Joe>  FCO:  Get moving.  Now!

CTO_Rofax says:
@ SO: Start scanning for any hostiles.... I want to know how a "hole" ended up on the bridge.

Melody says:
::Falls to the floor crying::  CO/Moru:  This is all my fault!!  I've hurt someone so dear to me all my life and I've ruined someone I just met.

Moru_Krisal says:
::turns to the Captain:: CO : How would YOU feel if the person you where married to loved someone else?

Host CO_Zax says:
::looks up and nods:: CSO: Make sure he is kept there.

TO_Choi says:
::Climbs into the Jeffries tubes and heads for the shuttle bay::

FCO_King says:
::moving along in custody::

MO_Shiar says:
CO: can I have power back in sickbay please?

SO_Toms says:
@CTO: Aye sir ::begins scanning for any hostile vessels::

TO_Choi says:
*Security* If you can hear me.. wait where you are.. I'll handle King

FCO_King says:
~~Melody:: Just don't do anything you don't want to do~~~

CEO_Verdi says:
<security team>::nears the brig::

Moru_Krisal says:
::goes down to the floor, and raises Melody's chin gently::

Host CO_Zax says:
::smiles wryly:: Mo: Having been married many, many times...I can tell you that often marriages built upon friendships last the longest.

Melody says:
::Looks into Moru's eyes.::

CTO_Rofax says:
@  ::keys in the sub-routines to power up weapons, keystrokes away from Red Alert::

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Permission to restore main power?  I think it might be wise to dump the volatile computer memory core and wipe it clean, do an Initial Program Load....we will be disabled for 30 minutes while the computer restarts

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: CTO: what is going on with the pen sir what are we looking at :: look at helm as a red light come on:: CTO: sir I'm going to slow the ship down sir.

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Permission granted.

SO_Toms says:
@CTO: Sir all I scan is a dozen vessels in escort positions.

Host CO_Zax says:
CSO: Keep transporters offline.

Moru_Krisal says:
Melody : Do you want to spend the rest of your life with me?

Melody says:
~~~~FCO:  Don't worry about me.  I'll do what is right.  I'll talk to your Capt and see if I can get you out of trouble.~~~~

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  Aye

CEO_Verdi says:
<TO_Joe>  FCO:  What did you think you were doing?

MO_Shiar says:
CO: do you want me to take a look at King?

Host CO_Zax says:
MO: I want King examined now. Do a complete psych work up.

FCO_King says:
::approaches the brig with the escort:: TO_Joe: You wouldn't understand.

TO_Choi says:
::Remembers the bomb and climbs back up to AC::

EO_Todd_Booker says:
@:: start looking for why the red light is on ::

CTO_Rofax says:
@  ::more to himself then anyone else::  Outloud:  A dozen escort vessels?!?  How in Bajor did we end up with a "hole" in the bridge?

Melody says:
::Taking a minute before speaking, she studies the face that she has loved for a lifetime.   She knows in her heart, that her heart will be safe with him.  A moment of clarity envelopes her.::  Moru:  Yes I do.

TO_Choi says:
::Emerges and walks over to Tac::

CSO_Hull says:
::Keys in his console, authorized code, restoring main EPS power throughout the ship, disables FCO Kings, authorization code, and begin a wipe of the computer core main memory and initiates an Initial Program Load

CTO_Rofax says:
@  ::nods to the EO::   EO: Bring us alongside the Pendragon.... I want to see this "hole."

Host Karriaunna says:
ACTION:  The main power is restored as the memory core is wiped.

CEO_Verdi says:
<TO_Joe>FCO:  I should hope not.  ::approaches a cell and motions for King to step in::

TO_Choi says:
CO: Permission to take a stroll up to the bridge.. I was hoping to get a piece of the bomb...

SO_Toms says:
@CTO: Your guess is as good as mine sir

MO_Shiar says:
CO: yes sir, right away sir! by the way, if I ever get into love type problems, you seem to be the one to talk to sir.

MO_Shiar says:
:: turns and leaves the AC and heads for a TL::

CTO_Rofax says:
@  ::realizes he said that out loud and grunts toward the SO in acknowledgement::

Moru_Krisal says:
Melody : Then you must promise me you will do your best to get this King out of your mind... I can't bear the thought of loosing you to another..

CSO_Hull says:
::Enters his authorization code, and enables voice command for computer::  CO:  Captain Voice Command has been enabled for the computer

Host CO_Zax says:
::her padd beeps as a message comes in::

FCO_King says:
::steps into the brig::

Host CO_Zax says:
::nods:: CSO: Excellent.

Host CO_Zax says:
::begins to read King's letter with a frown::

CSO_Hull says:
CO:  I have disabled FCO Kings access to the Computer Core

Melody says:
::Nods:: Moru:   I will, but lets get him out of trouble, what happened doesn't make sense.  There must be an explanation.

CEO_Verdi says:
<TO_Joe>::turns on the forcefield and stands guard::

FCO_King says:
::sits down with a plop on one of the benches::

Moru_Krisal says:
::grits his teeth:: Melody : I couldn't care less to what happens to this character..

Host Karriaunna says:
-/\=/\=/\=/\=/\=/\  Pause  /\=/\=/\=/\-/\=/\-


